Burden of dreams

Montreal has been described as the underground film capital of North America. Certainly the enthusiasm aroused by the 11th International Festival of New Cinema, held Oct. 29 - Nov. 7, attests to a demonstrable receptivity to non-mainstream film. But a festival remains, of course, the exhibitionary high point of a long, hard road.

At the beginning of that road stands the lone filmmaker, burdened with dreams but without money or support, often with barely enough equipment. For a view of this from the end, Emil Sher describes the creation of a new Montreal film coop.

When immigrants first arrived in Montreal at the turn of the century with private industry. We had the Main - St. Lawrence Boulevard - a blend of languages and lifestyles. So it is not surprising that a group of young filmmakers who have joined forces to form a cooperative where diversity can thrive should choose to establish themselves on the Main. Nestled on top of a bakery, Main Film is a new cooperative where the films reflect the diversity of St Lawrence that incorporates diversity into one of its greatest assets. Main Film members are encouraged to pursue and share their idealistic filmmaking. Main Film embodies the pluralism that characterizes the street on which it is housed. Comprised primarily of anglophones, the coop has resisted any type of ideological or political slant. Like the multi-ethnic face of St. Lawrence that

In preparation for the first co-op films to be made, the question of creative control is a contentious issue that Main Film is grappling with in its formative stage. "We're really new," says Arm strong. "The production policy is new, the production committee is even newer and so, this point, we've set some guidelines and we'll have to see what happens. We know one another. What we're asking from members who make a submission is for as much information as they can give us in terms of sources of funding. We're going to find out, given the scope of the project somehow has and the sources of funding they have, what degree of creative control they're going to have. We're going to have to find out somehow.

While it may be some time before the co-op's first film is screened, film buffs have not been left in the dark as to the nature of the new undertaking. Several films that one could expect to find at Main Film. Eleven short films directed by co-op members were shown to a full house at a one-week screening this fall at Montreal's Cinema Parallèle. Among the films were Armstrong's Everybody's Business, a documentary on a Saskatchewan greenhouse cooperative run by people who are physically and mentally handicapped; Cheeseberry, Robert Raymer's six-minute documentary on a diabetic; Peter Sandmark's Moeaiss Strip and Dale Waley's La ligne, two animated films that are respectively conventional and experimental; and Va trincer Poel, Geoff Bowie's film on male stripping that received a "special mention" at the 1984 Canadian Film Festival. Armstrong contends that the films reflect the diversity that's involved in the co-op. Vice-chairperson Mario Porfin attributes part of the success of the screening to a kind of aesthetics that correspond to the young generation. "The people in the cooperative represent a new generation whose formal ideas are different from those of the people who started making films ten years ago," he says. "Compared to what is made in Montreal generally, maybe our tendency is a little more experimental than most of the things that have been done."

The success of the fall screening and other ones that Main Film has held is indicative of the results it can achieve by virtue of its collective efforts. The films demonstrate that out of such tragic events such a compelling film can emerge. But if s your howl.

The story made several impressions on me; among them was the notion that if Spartan mothers went around telling their kids that the little circle was not perfect, it might be the infinitesimal limits to how well you can ever understand truly different cultures.

The photography was excellent. The storyline tight as a drum. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the film is that out of such tragic events such a compelling film can emerge. But if s your howl.
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Dreams is another film I feel very cautious about. everyday life can be reduced to a series of stunning images finally drove me from the theater. It's a majestic film which tells the story of a young Armenian named Aram, who were both overwhelmed by the skin of the protagonist, a filmmaker-writer who compulsively uses the camera to document his day-to-day life, but who is struggling to close that distance. The photography was excellent, the storyline tight as a drum. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the film is that out of such tragic events such a compelling film can emerge. But if s your howl.
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